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ABSTRACT 

UCRL-3575 

The deterrrdnation of the K3r( to K
2
1( ratio in K+beams 

obtained from the charge-exchange scattering of a beam of neutral K· 

'particles should resolve the question of whether the K particle is a 

parity doublet or a single particle.. In the parity-doublet case the 

K31/ to K2U ratio 'Would, in genera.l, depend upon the scattering a.ngle 

+ and would differ from th.e value obtained in ordinary K beams. The 

value of the ratio would depend upon, and give information concerning, 

the specific form of the interaction. If the K. particle is assumed to 

have zero spin, and if the strong interactions are charge-independent 

and are invariant undar time reversal as well as space reflection and 

parity conjugation, then the K.3'ft' to K21l" ratio in either the 

forward elastically scattered beam or in the backward elasticallY 

scattered beam must be four times its normal value. If there is a 

71 - K interaction among these strong interactions, then it is the 

forward direction in wich the K3'J1' to K217' ratio is four times 

normal. 
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The Dalitz analysisl indicates a parity difference in the reaction 

products of the two- and three-pion decay modes of the K particle. 

Attempts to avoid the conclusion that parity is not conserved in this 
2 

interaction have been advanced b,y several authors. Yang and Lee have 

suggested tha.t there may be two particles having opposite parities 

which together form a "parity doublet". The observed apparent equality 

of masses is then regarded'as a consequence of an approximate symmetry 

in nature under an operation that is essentially the interchange of the 

two components of all parity dOUblets. Schwinger3 arrives at a s.imilar 

view from a consideration of the consequences of a presumed interaction 

between pions and K particles. 

If parity doublets indeed exist, a number of experimental quahities 

could have values different from those required if the K meson were a 

single particle. SChwinger3 has discussed the multiplicity of lifetimes 
4 

that particles consisting of parity doublets would exhibit and Lee and 
5 

Yang have noted that the products of the strange-particle decays need 

not be symmetric with respect to reflections in the plane perpendicular 

to their directions of motion. Neither of these possible anomalies has 

been observed as yet, but the nature of the experiments are such that 

negative results do not all~ definite conclusions to be drawn. 
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An experiment that should clearly distinguish between the parity

doublet and the single-particle interpretation of strange particles is 
. .' . +. . 

the determination of the K3tf to ,K2Tf ratio in beams of . K . particles 

obtained. from a neutral K-Pluf beam by charge-exchange scattering ~ If 

the neutralK particles are obtained from a pion-nucleon or nucleon

nucleon collision of appropriate energy, .no anti~K particles can be 

initially. produced,. The neutral K particles that are produced w.ill, 
;.' . 

according to the parity-doublet schemes, be an incoherent rni#-ureof 
. 5 

equal parts of 9' sand 1;' f 8. . . The 9 component may be analyzed in . 

terms of the charge-symmetry eigenfunctions 

1 -e
l = a (e·.f- e) 

. 9
2 

1 (9 - e) . = , 
i {2 

to give 

9 = h (91 + i 92 ) 

6 . 7 
As predicted by Pais and Gell-Marin, and, in part, verified by Lande et al, 

one of these components, say 91 , rapidly decays leaving 

1 e _ l.e':'l.g 12 2-"2 "2 
(1) 

.together with the incoherent ~ contribution. When this beam strikes 

nuclear matter the. 9' s and ,~, s can undergo charge-exchange scattering; 
_ ~IV("+ ~ . S"""-c1.to'~s· 

the' a's cannot h-fto because of conserVation of efta! ge. In general 

there will be both the parity-flip scatterings, e ---11:' and C'---?"e, 
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and also the no-parlty-fllp scatterings, e ---) e and 1: ---t'l' . 

According to the parlty-doublet schemes the cross sections for the two 

varieties of parity-flip scattering are equal to each other, and the 

cross sections 'for the ,two varieties of no-parity-flip scattering are 

,likewise equal to each other. This is a consequen~e of the s.ymmetr,y of 

strong'interactions with respect to parity conjugation. On the other' 

hand, the parity-flip cross section should be completely different from 

the no-parity-flip./, cross section because in the first case the orbital 

'angtilarmomentum must change by an odd number of units whereas in the 

second case the orbital angular momentum changes by an even number of , 

units. 

Representing the parity-flip charge-exchange differential crOSB 

'section by () fee) and the no-parity-flipcharge-exchange differential 
p , 

cross section by 0-(6), and recalling ,that the incident ?:o and 
o ' 

e beams are incoherent, one finds the effective differential cross 

section for production of + + 
~ IS and e ,s to be, respectively,' 

cr-~(e) = 
. (2) 

where a1' and ae are the amplitudes of the incident ~o and eO beams. 

If at' is normalized to unity then Eqs. (1), and (2) combine to give 

,<rie) := a-(e) -+ t crr;f(6) 
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It is tacitly asswned that the· 1:' o-particle, unlike theao par-t;.icle, 

has no short-lived component; no short-liv~' 1'0, s have been reported: 

From these formulas it is seen that the.ratio of· 
-t' . +. 1:. 's to '6 t 9 in , ., 

. . . . 

the scattered beam will differ from unity except at angles. for which 
. . 

(.11."(a) is equal to <r a(S). 
. .' + 

Ordinary beams of K particles-~beams 

in which the·initially produced K particles are charged-.... have 'equal 

numbers, of 
:+ .:+ '. , ,...,. . 
~ 's and, a • s, according to the parity-doublet schemes. 

, '. . 

This is a consequence of the invariance of the strong production 

interaction with respect to parity conjugation. Thus at angles for 

whichorCe) ·is different from· ar:
pf

(9)" the ratio of K
31t

's· to 

I{2V' B will be different from what is normally obtained ~ For angles . 

at Which the parity-flip cross section vanishes the, K3.,..to,· ~21Y' 

ratio will be four times normal. If the single pcirt,-cle' theory is the 

corre~t theory, then the K.31t' to K
2

11' ratio in the scattered beam 

would, of course, be independent of angle~nd eq1.l&1 to its normal value. 

The efficacy of this experiment depends upon the existence of 

angles at which crCa) and 0--f(6) differ significantly. This. 
p . 

differEmce will depend. upon the specific form. of the interactions that 

produce the scattering. It is shown in the folloWing section that if 

the strong reactions are invariant under time reversal as well as parity 

. conjugation and spatial refleetion--the latter two are already basic 

assumptions in the parity-doublet schemes,..-and if the K-ons are spino.. 

zero particles, then the elastic, non-charge-exchange, parity-flip 

scattering must vanish either in the.forward.directionQr in the backWard 
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direction. If the strong interactions are also invariant under rotations 

in isotopic-spin space, as is generally assumed, then the above result is 

valid also for the charge-exchange scattering. 
. :to 

The ratio of a IS to 
~ . . . 1: IS would, under these conditions, be 1:4 either in the forward 

elastically-scattered beam or in the backward elastically-scattered beam. 

The question as to which of these two directions is incompatible 

with parity-flip ela.stic scattering depends., for its answer, upon the 

specific form of the parity-exchange operatorCp• The form ofCp is 

related, in turn, to the possible forms of the strong interactions, since 

these interactions are assumed invariant under Cpo If, the 11 - K 

interaction proposed by Schwinger indeed exists as a strong reaction then, 

as will be shown in the following section, it is the forward direction 

in which there can be no parity-flip scattering. To obtain this result 

it is not required that the 11 - K interaction be a large effect in 

the scattering of K particles, but merely that it be one of the strong 

interactions, and hence invariant under parity conjugation. 

To obtain more information about the expected ratio of o-(e) 

to O-Pf( 9), we must make additional assumptions concerning the reactions. 

If the reaction can be described in terms of Sand P waves then the 

forms of the two cross sections are 8 

o-(a) 

+ f 2 R.e b_1 b+1* +4 Re. b_1 b_3* J . cos e 

+ f 3 I b_3 r + 6 Re b+1 b_3° I 00.
2 

e J 

* - 2 Re b 1 b 3 . 
. ~ -

(4) 
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.. (5) 

Here k is the center-of-mass wavenumber. It has been assumed that the 

kparticle is a spin-zero particle; that the scattering target ~s .a, single. 

nucleon, or in any case a spin-; particle; and that under 'P&.rity:. 

conjugation the field operators for the 1:' and ·eparticlestrahs~orm· 

according to 9St" ~ ¢e. The bi I sare' defined as 

where the biT f S are defined in termaof the isotopic sp~n 1 phas~ 

shifts by 

T 
b 

1 

2i 

. 'T T 

( 
2 E T: 2iJ1:1·2 ~T .e2i&~1 

cos e i" sin ~ 

T T 
sin€ cos ~ = 2i 

T 

2i~_' J' 
- e 

If the dominant mechanism for the scattering process were the exchange of 

a .,t meson between the K particle and the nucleon, then, in Born 
T 

-~ 
T d 0 ~3J 1 

d approximation, 6+ 1 
-= , = J --1 +1 . +1 -3 

and t,-T = 11 /4. a The cross sections then reduce ·to the forms 

0 
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<> pt( 9) = k -2 I 2 Ib 12 - 2 [b l cos 9 J 
To fourth order in the single unknown, say 8 1 

-+1 

} ~ tl 
1 '4 

-2 \\; <S"(a) = k 32 (1 + cos e) . 

2 
1 \4 

(.)pf(e) 
-2 f8. \ ~ +11 \ 

224 
\ ~ +1 ~ (1 - C08 e) = k - . 

3 

At laboratory ener~e8 of 100 Mev the value of k 
-2 is. about 9 mb for 

scattering from a free .nucleon. The expected differential cross section 

is a fraction of a millibarn which would mean \ ~ -I' 112 -~.: 1% •. 

This would give a predominance of parity-flip scattering, which would be 

strongly backward peaked. 
. , 

An analysis of the scattering ofl + particles by nucieons seems 

to indicate that the mechanism described above i8 not the prtmary .ef~ect 

in that case. 8 The isotropy 1;.hat is apparently observed 9 sugg'est an 

S-wave scattering. Pure S-wave scattering would imply E T = 0 and 
T T . 

b"*,l = b+
3 

= O. The scattering would then be purely no-parity-flip 

scattering J and the ratio of K
311

' s to K27f t 8 would bef'our times 

normal at all angles .. 

The actual value of the K311 to K2 11' ratio ieseen to depend 

.critically upon the specific form of the interaction. An experimental 

- , : ••• ~'." ~ ,f''f'.'', . __ ~.:. ~ .:" 

determination of this ratio would J accordirigly, provide \C18.~fUl .... · ~~ <"" .::. ••.. .;. 
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information concerning .the interactions of the K particle.· With the 

aid ofEq. (2) a measurement· of the K3'1f to K27f ratio provides in 

'effect a means of determining separately the differential cross sections 

for the parity-fUpand no-.parity-flip cross sections. 
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SECTION II 

In this section the K pa~lcle will be assumed to have zero 

spin and the. restrictions placed upon the parity-flip, noncharge-exchange 
10 

scattering by the requirements of invariance under time reversal, space 

. reflection, and paritr conjugation are discussed. The results may be 

immediately extended to charge-exchange processes if charge independence 

is assumed. 

13ecause the e and ~. have. opposite parities the scattering-
'. . 

matrixelem~ntl1 for parity-rlip.5catt~ring must be a pseudoscalar.This 

pseudoscalar must be fanned from the incident and final (relative) 
12 . . 

momentum vectors together with the spin~space operators. If the target 

ha:s' no interna.lcoordinates, there can 'be no parity-flip scattering since 

"il pseudoBcalar' cannot be ro~d f~m two polar vectors. In the case· of 

(1 s'pin-1! target, the most general form of the scattering-matrix element 

would be 

where a and b are scalar functions ork and k'. -
, Under a combined space-time inversion and parity conjugation 

the .sc~ttering-matrix element undergoes the transformation 

(~ e'/ M /l' ~ -4 x*ye-l (~e t, M " '( !.')C 

The phase factors' x* and y come from the parity conjugation2 of the 

K-particle operators: 

(parity conjugation) 

." 
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The C and C-
1 

are matrices related to the space-time inversion of 
. ... . '10 

.. nucleon and hyperon fields: 

(space-time inversion), 

and 
<S"" '. 

, ' 10 . 
As shown Qy PaUli, the phase factors that can multiply complex fields 

in the definition of space..,.ttme inversion may be removed. by a redefinition 

. of the coupling consta~ts,wh'ich are then restricted by reality conditions. 

Under' space-time inversions the momentum vectors have a double sign change 

. which cancels out. The requirement of invariance under space-time 
, ' 14 

1nversion and parity conjugation is therefore 

, From this condition it is seen that there' can be parity-flip 

* ' '* scattering only if, x: y = ±.l. In the case x y = + 1 only the 

(k' - k) . term 'can cohtribute to the scattering-matrix element and there 
~ ~. 

is no forward parity-nip elastic scattering; if x* y = -1 there is no 

backward paritY¥.tflip elastic 'scattering. This result is easily extended 

to the case of targets with arbitrary 5'Pins. 

If the ' rf - K, interaction ¢-r. 7f. ¢e + ¢e .'fT'¢(:' is invariant 

'* under parity conjugation then x* y = y x = 1 and it is only the 

(k' - k) term which contributes. ' The same interaction with an opposite 
~. ,-; 

relative sign ftlr the two terms is not invariant under space-time 
10 ' 

inversions. Thus if there is a TI - K 'interaction of the general 

form ,proposed. by Schwinger which satisfies the above-stated invariance 
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reqUirements, it 1s the ·forwarddirection 1n which the K.31T' to K27f 

ratio would be four times normal • 

. An essential part of the discussion above is the assumed invariance 
10 with respect to time reversal. It has been shown by Pauli that invariance 

. under time reVersal 1s·a consequence· of invariance under space inversion 

. and charge conjugation if the well-known connection between spin and 

.. - stati:stics is 'assumed and if the theory-is "local" and invariant under 

proper Lorentz transformations. Because invariance under space inversion 

l~1mplicit in the parity doublet schemes J and .invariance under charge 

cOnjugation is assumed in the analysis of the eO decay,· the assumption 

ot invariance under time reflection is already contained in the current 

theories, Unless very radical changes ·are permitted. 

The assumption of invariance.under rotatio~s in isotopic spin 
. + T 

space (charge ind~pendence) is less secure •. If the K.3l1 to K2f1' ratio 

in.-:;the beam scattered at !!!Z angle differs from its value in the ordinary 
,. and .. 

K~ beam8,/the stngle-particle theory is thereby invalidated, then a e+ 

to. ~-+ ratio. which is· different l!rom 1:4 in both the forward and backward 

e1astical~ scattered beam woUld probably indicate either that the spin 

. of. the K particle is not zero, that the seattering interaction is not 

charge independent, or that the 
. 14 

1'0 must have a short-lived component. 

This would be a result of considerable importance. 
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